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Details of Visit:

Author: Mighty Boosh
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 3 Dec 2012 3pm
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Independent Babes
Website: http://www.independentbabes.co.uk
Phone: 01753821435
Phone: 07971943689
Notes: Formerly known as Attractions Massage. This agency has been found to have passed off
stock model photos as their escorts.

The Premises:

Nice detached house. Tall fencing in the front garden which is ideal for privacy. Then they ruin it all
and put pebbles on the floor so everyone can hear the scrunching sound of your feet :-)
Lovely clean rooms. Clean bath. A drink or cigarette is always offered and you get to chose from a
bowl of sweets on the way out!

The Lady:

Tall, Sexy, Mediterranean, long dark hair, Size 10 dress and huge boobies. 

The Story:

Attractions is an establishment I frequently visit when time and money allows me.
Natalie has this dark alluring sexiness about her. Her body is all womanly and to die for if you are
like me are bored of the bleached blonde hair, long fake nails and flat chests enhanced by padded
bras that most working girls are like today.
She immediately makes you feel at ease with her dry sense of humour and cheeky smile.
Cut to the chase - Her blow job is very slow and teasing with lots of tongue action and the sight of
those bouncing boobs whilst she rode me in cowgirl position had me exploding my load in no time.
The hard part for her will be to keep up the excitement of my visits for me to keep me coming back
for more.
Attractions always delivers a variety of girls but they never update their gallery on their website
which means some of the girls in the gallery no longer work there. New girls who start there do not
get their photos uploaded on the gallery for ages which means punters are unaware of them. And
the new maid who started recently needs to take happy pills and be more friendly on the phone
instead of being so abrupt :)
Marks out of 10. Oral-7. Sex-6 Friendliness-9. Overall-7
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